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Reconsidering a Reconsideration:

DAGC
In the Footnotes section of MOVES 12 there
appeared an articled entitled "DAGC Reconsidered" by Tyrone Bomba. I would like to
comment upon and criticize .that article: Point
7: Mr. Bomba's lineup leaves one German
Fortified
line hex (5013) uncontrolled
Irule
14.41). Without altering his intentions moving
~~e 1-4 from 4912 to 5012 would solve the
problem.
However, there appears to be other oversights,
such as stationing a 2-5 in Minsk where it is
possible
it may never be triggered
into
movement
A 1-4 would be better. Another
problem lies in the defense of Vitebsk. Units
there may not move until the German 4th turn
and would be susceptable
to bypass and
.is'olation A single 1-4 would do the trick in this
instance. The bend in the Dvina River would be
an excellent secondary defense. Also, the 1-5
in Pinsk would also do well to be replaced by a
lA A \Joi1vyith 5 Movement Points is the only
one capable of moving from one Enemy ZOC
to another. Its use would be best in low priority
areas or stacked with a 2-5.
Finally,)Mr. Bomba's German line is fantastically susceptible
to isolation
by Russian
infiltration.
His units are not close enough
together to provide mutual defense in retreat
~~d leswe gaps by which bypassing whole
'\iElgmerHs of the line is possible. Not only does
he give away the 1-4's in the east salient, but a
combined
armor/mechanized
and infantry
attack from hexes 3629 and 4224 by the
Russiens will provide odds to instantly destroy
those German units. In the ensuing combat
and mechanized advance, an infiltration occurs
behind German lines, not only at the area
C'j"irectlybetween the attacks, but also a second
column will severely threaten the German line
to the East of the Berizina River. Enough!
I prefer:
1-4's .inse Pinsk, Vilna, Grodno, Dvinsk, Minsk,
Bobruisk, Vitebsk, and on hexes 4224, 4912,
5014, 4816. .
1-5's on hexes 1831, 1931, 2291, 2529.
2,5's 01) hexes 2828, 3129, .3329, 3428, 3529,
3629,3828,3927,3926,4025,4224,4324,4424
(2 units), 4419, 4519, 4518,4516,4615,4614,
4612,4611,4710,4709,4608,4607,4307,4206,
4205, 4104 (2 units), 4003, 4002, 4001.
4-8's dn hexes 4600, 4420, 4422.
5-8's on hexes 4407, 4321, 4322.
Of course any German defense can be easily
penetrated. But reaction in mass by mechanized uHitswili
stop more than One or two
Russian units as per Mr. Bomba's line. There is
also the effect of all that mechanized force in
one spot that is threatening
psychologically
and tends .. to cause Russian wall-budding
which
destroys
the already
handicapped
Russian mobility.
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As for the idea of the. German advance being a
"no-no,"
I prefer to keep evil eyes focused on
Russian supply lines. The game is won by
points for destroying units and not area, but if
the supply to a Russian segment
is cut,
advance and threats stop. The German player
need only to wait and counterattack
at his
leisure. It is really not that difficult to launch a
counteroffensive.
Now, since both my German line and Mr.
Bomba's
is a matter of record,
I openly
challenge
him
to a simultaneous
game
involving our two favored lines.
- William C. Pegues

*
East African Campaign, 1914·1918
I would
like to suggest
a new conflict
simulation
- The East African Campaign of
1974-7918.
Having studied this operation
in
some detail (though by no means an expert) I
am convinced that it offers enough factors to
make it quite an interesting wargame.
Here are a few of my ideas which might be
helpful to you in reconstructing
this campaign:
Incorporate
the battle of Lake Tanganyika,
"cat and mouse" missions with Konigsberg,
German
attacks
on isolated
supply
lines
(railroads, depots and towns), superic;!ity ill
quality of German askaris over nUmerically
superior Commonwealth
troops, British sea
assault capabilities,
elusiveness of Germans
and reconnaissance. The Victory Conditions of
the Germans would be to get enough victory
points by tying down a certain number of
Commonwealth
units in East Africa andfor
destroying supply units of the Commonwealth,
Belgian and Portugese forces. The elimination
of the Allied forces can also count towards the
Victory Conditions, but this cannot be the sole
prerequisite for Victory. The Allies must win by
destroying the German forces.
The Victory Conditions are obtained by the
Germans
maneuvering
to destroy
supply
capabilities
if not enough
Commonwealth
troops are in East Africa and avoidinq combat
if excessive troops are employed. The Allied
player can reinforce or reduce their African
forces at will, within the limitations
of the
space/time
factor.
The Allied player
must
deploy the "right"
number of units to 'destroy
the Germans. A situation can occur In which
the German player receives Victory
Points
halfway through the game for Allied supply
destruction,
in which case the Allied player
could bring in massive forces to eliminate the
Germans
within
a determined
number
of
Game-Turns. The game is a draw if neither side
obtains their Victory Conditions by 1918.
I would suggest that this game be played along
the lines of Kampf Panzer (Simultaneity)
but
with reduced land movement
and combat
capabilities since tanks are not employed in
this basically jungled country. The Allies can
have a few armored cars and can be used on
roads, especially in regions like Kilimanjaro.
Spotting can be used in the game also. The
Allies might have biplane reconnaissance.
If
the Germans get far enc;ugh from the enemy at
the end of the movement
phaselas
in*
Kampf Panzer), they can be removed from the
map and redeployed. Subsequent courses are
then charted on the movement plot.
- Gregory Zahuranec
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"Realism" and Diplomacy:
Mutually Exclusive Concepts?
A "Footnote"
in a recent issue of MOVES
described a variation of Diplomacy,
which is
supposed to make. the game more realistic by
assigning
different
strength
values to unit
types of each nation. This approach Ignores
the fact that Diplomacy is a game and not a
historical simulation
in any real ~ynse. It is
non-realistic,
that is, there is no attempt to
re-create reality except in the largest sense:
that a number of nations struggle with military
forces for control of territory on a very large
scale. To assign different
combat values to
units of each nation destroys the balance of
Diplomacy, that is, it destroys the game, and
this is too much to sacrifice for the addition of
a small measure of realism. As it happens, the
introduction
of the new combat determination
(double strength for advance rather than one
unit
strength
superiority)
also makes
a
stalemate much more likely, further decreasing
the value of the game. Stalemate lines are
much easier to build when (for example) three
five-strength
units
cannot
dislodge
one
four-strength
unit
supported
by another
four-strength
unit, and five four-strength
units
cannot
dislodge
one of three supporting
four-strength
units.
Many rules have been devised for making
game more "realistic"
without destrovinq
balance. A few are as follows:

the
the

Armed Neutrals: At the beginning of the game
each neutral center is occupied by a unit in civil
disorder, representing
the army of the minor
country.
Supply Lines: During Winter adjustments each
unit must be able to trace a contiguous line of
spaces to the supply center supporting it; if it
cannot jt is destroyed.
Exchange
of
Position:
Two
units
may
exchange positions so long as the ownerts) of
both units order the exchange, and each move
will otherwise succeed.
You Only Live Once: When a unit is annihilateCl
(no available retreat space or retreated off the
board) it may not be rebuilt for three game
years (or so); during that period its player is
short one unit.
'
Key Rule: A unit which is ordered to move (but
which fails to occupy the space it moved to)
gives up its right to defend its space, and is
dislodged byan u(1supported attack (as well as
by a supported attack, of course).
Cutting of the Cutting of Support: A urrit may
not successfully
attack a space to cut the
support of a unit in that space, if the unit of
another player attacks its origins space. For
example:
Austria
A
Vie-Bud;
Russia
A
Bob-vie
A Bud (S) A Rum. The support for
Rum by' A Bud is successful, even though its
space was attacked.
Center Ownership: A supply center is captured
when a unit occupies it d.uring any season: not
just Fall.
- Lewis Polsipher
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ileA ": Points of Argument
1. Gunnery
and
Torpedo
Combat.
(7.151
"Ships may always attack any enemy ship
within their range allowance at full gunnery or
torpedo
strength."
This rule should
have
certain limitations based on the facing of the
ship. No ship should be allowed to use its full
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gunnery strength if the enemy ship is directly
in line ahead or to the rear. The vast majority of
ships (if not alll used in your scenarios carried
two turrets forward or in the front and one
nt aft or to the rear. Obvi
,if
V ship was in line to the
of
ing ship only one turrent would be able
to bear on the enemy ship; therefore, only one
third of the gunnery strength could actually
shoot at the ship. This rule should be amended
so that the gunnery strength should be
two-thirds to the direct front and one-third to
the direct rear.

t~3 sarne.,iil? abov~%§12~puldal§9.flPply

to
torpedo comtJat, but irl"~his case'tio torpedo'
combat should be allowed to the direct front or
direct rear of the attacking ship's facing. This is
based on the physical position of the tubes
aboard the ships used in your scenarios. In
almost all cases the torpedo tubes were
located slightly to the rear of the middle of the
ship, but there was superstructure to the front
th
of t~~tubes which would
t th
bei~gfired tOAhe front.
or rear.

attack, it may begin to reload." Question. Does
this mean that, say, a USN DD 5 at one-half
attack strength is able to stop a IJN CA 2 from
starting to reload at the combat odds of 1 to 7?
.In other words, as long as a ship has
Underga98 gunnery attack at.no matte[~l!y.bat
odds, it cannot start to reload? This would
seem to be at odds with your combat results
table where odds less than 1-1 are ineffective.
If this rule is based on the idea that any shot
fired at the reloading ship would keep it from
reloading because the reloading crew couldn't
get at the tubes, it is possible, but I do believe
the rule..•needs clarification.

4. Comber Result~~\Table.(S.O) "Any shipjthat
receives three hits of any type is considered
sunk." Again Question. Does this mean that
three ships attacking one ship would constitute three weapon hits, or does it take three
gunnery attack phase turns to sink a ship?
[This takes for granted that the odds and die
roll results do effect a hit each tims.l The
stopping of odds <;11 ~-1 do s
seem to be a
true picture of r,E)a~~results
engag8~E)nt.
An example, scenario 9, nighttime battle, the
USN has 6 BB's line ahead and one 1JN DD
Reference the above on gunnery combat,
gets within eight hexes and is able to spot (or
under the current rules if one player is able to
see) the entire line. The USN player obviously
"cap the T," particularly where a number of
wants to knock this ship out to avoid torpedo
BB's are involved such as scenario 9 with 3
attack, and more important, so that it can't be
BB's and 2 BC's on the side of the IJN and 6
observed and followed. The combined gun5lB~s on the.§ide of the USN, there is no
nery strength of
ix BB'si~254, half of this
t~c·~icalgaip,,4prthe pla'ller that is. abl!? to cap'
is 127 against a
e strength of·2 IDf:lodds
theT. 'AII thal' happens is.Jhat the prayer whose'
amounting to 63- " But goi['jg by the combat
"1" has been crossed fires everything he has
results, all that happens is that IJN DD is
when his turn comes up. In reality, he should
reduced to one-half speed and one-half attack
be able to fire two-thirds strength to the front
and continues to observe the six BB's. Your
or one-third to the rear and not be able to use
comment to this might be that six BB's
the full effect of his gunnery until he has
wouldn't all fire at one DD, but if it was the
turned, bringing the guns to bear upon the
only enemy ship in sight, certainly the. USN
enemy ships.
would
all in its POWEJfto dest~oy it
could,'tpqio bac~;ltoils
est
forthe,p()Sition gfgun turrelS~'. immediately be
own side. Grant
or that turn the si~;BB's
torped tu es aboard ships of WWII is
would be "spotted," but they were anyway by
Jane's Fighting Ships for either 1939, 1940 or
the DD being within eight hexes. There ought
throughout the war veers.
to be a way to increase odds in certain
2. Gunnery Combat. (7.31) "A given ship may
situations.
never attack more than one enemy ship in a
single gunnery phase." BB's and Be's should
Torpedo results should be great against BB's
have the capability of splitting gunnery
and BC:s'and mayb~ .CA's. A in, an eX9lJ1ple,
th
real
sitn,
a BB
scenaFi0;9: six IJ~'DD 4's
cha t9ifpedo
at
aD
p'Certainl'!'&"
not fire everything it hadat one DDand let alt· attack against one eJSN BB 1 he combined
torpedo strength of the six DD's is 120, but
the others come in without a shot being fired
they are, say, eight hexes away, so the
at them. BB's and BC's did have the capability
combined torpedo strength is 60. The defense
of firing at two different targets at the same
strength of the BB 1 is 21, so the odds become
time. The immediate example that comes to
2-1. This means the six DD's attacking one BB,
mind is the first surface engagement of WWII.
granted at one-half attack strength, do not
The German pocket battleship Graf Spee vs.
have llJuch of a cQanceof doing anything since
!t1e two light cruisers HMS Ajax apq HMNZS.
'A'chilies and the heavy cruiser HMS Exeter';!; \ the atti;lyking plaYE)fmust rotl..either a One.or a
two for any effecnEven at full strength attack,
The German Be (in reality that's what it was)
where the DD's are seven or less hexes from
main ordnance consisted of six 11" guns
the BB, the odds come out at 5-1 so that if the
mounted in two turrets, one forward and one
attacking player rolls a five or six nothing
aft. At various times during the engagement
happens. If he does hit with a two, three or
Captain Langsdorff, the captain of the Graf
four roll, all that happens is that the BB is
Spee, split his fire to engage two different
reduced to half speed. I believe six DD's
ships at the same time and, of course, at times,
ign, he concentrated his fire against onE) attacking one BB sould do more .damage than
enemy ship. Two good soUl'ees for thiS' this. EX~plples of}orpedo d8q;lage in v:;.v:;.11 is
the Bismark, which was hit' with only' two
engagement are found in Eclipse of the
torpedos, granted by aircraft, and yet one of
German Navy written by Thaddeus V. Tuleja
the torpedos knocked out the rudder which
and published by J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd.,
was the beginning of the end. More torpedos
London, and Defeat at Sea written by C.D.
for the coup de grace were used. At the battle
Bekker and published by Henry Holt and Co.,
of
Cape Matapan in the eastern Mediterranean
and republished in pocketbook form by
a total of thirteen torpedo planes (or thirteen
Ballantine Books of New York.
torpedos, if they all hit) were able. to slow the
. 3~.fJaf.'Jan~s(jTorpedo Reloading> (7.71)
"new Italian BB Vitt()~io Venet9and halt tQe CA
tile end afany enemy Player-Turn that
Pola.Another example is whele fleets were not
inverted ship has not undergone gunnery
moving, but does show the effect of the
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torpedo (granted much more effective) was
the attack of the Italian fleet at Taranto where
twelve torpedo planes and five dive bombers
(which were ineffectual) were able to sink
three BB's. Pearl Harbor and the si.nking the
"Hepul$eand HMS;;prince of..;.~eles are;\;
er classiCsof the:~;ffect of the torpedo."''''
Source on this is Death of the Battleship,
written' by R. Hough and published by
MacMillan of New York.
5. Nighttime Action. The weakness in this
whole situation is that both players can
actually see e.ach other., Granted, they can't
fir~\at each ,other till someone is wi~hin eigh~"\'
hexes of an enemy ship. Each sitJe lines up.
accordingly and jockeys for position" Scenario
5 has a partial answer answer for this. Perhaps
turning the ships over until within eight hexes
of firing ·gives away their position might be a
partial answer, Of course, the opposing player
would still know what ships were what if the
ships have tostart at a gfven hex, Maybe the
answer would'be to alloVliaplayer to set up
any order he wants within four given hexes
which would form a square or rectangle and
still keep the headings and speed as stated in
the scenario.
The ideal situation would be three players, one
acting as umpire, and two sets of boards or
maps and counters. The umpire would
announce who could see who, etc. Naturally,4i
t~e\players could not SEJ8each other's map/w,
Since it's hard enough
find one other player,
this is, admittedly a hard commitment to fulfill.
A partial answer would be the two sets of
maps and counters and where the two players
can't see each other's board. After each player
has completed his movement phase he would
pick certain outlying units of his own and
arynounce to his opponef)t that he had.a unit if)
he)1.
..3519 Or whatever it Was, and if!1he player",.
had any unit within eighthexes of that hex he'"'
would tell what it was. At that point the first
player would have to state what type of ship he
had in hex 3519. Any firing or attacking would,
of course, also give away its own position.
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6. One final Question and a couple of
suggestions. Is there a distant' ruling on
sii;lhling or seEJif'lgin dayt.ime siluatipps? Can
sRip "see"an enemy sflip across~:the entir
length of the map? In "most of your other
games you have a section for optional rules.
Two that might be explored here is the use of
the smoke screen by destroyer or light cruiser
units. Maybe the screen would be for two or
three hexes directly behind the rear of the unit
laying the screen and any ships within the
sqf3en coulgnot be "see9:.' and therefore not
fire'd upon by the opposing side.. The other,,:.
suggestion would be the use of recon aircraft if
BB's, BC's or CA's are involved in the action. If
in a nighttime action the plane could fly in a
straight line of hexes for a given distance and
say drop flares twice to light up a given hex, or
not fly as far but instead cover a certain hex
and all surrounding hexes, a type of zone of
control for observation purposes pnly, again
li():liting to lighting up the area for two selected"
turns only. Maybe the~ircraft could only stay
in the air for four or. five turns including its
recovery and the recovery ship could not move
in that given turn under the movement phase. (
think this would add interest, particularly if the
opposing players are able to develop some
method of .concealment of ships from each
otDer, such .as outlined in section ,5 above .
":'0.

t·m
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Even with all the comm~nts induded in
letter, I like this game. It's fast and clean and
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